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One of the most stupendous manifestations of the Spirit is undoubtedly that which has been handed

down to us under the generic name of the Vedas. The Vedas are still too much neglected not only in

the world at large but also in their country of origin. this Vedic anthology will make direct and fruitful

knowledge of the Vedas available to a wider range of people than the small elite of pandits and

Indologists. This anthology collects the most crucial texts of the Indian Sacred Scriptures--in all

more than 500--newly translated into contemporary English.
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We have all heard of the Vedas. We know that the Vedic Canon comprises a huge body of literature

handed down orally in India since ancient times. Many of us have heard that it is made up of four

collections - the Rigveda, Atharva Veda, Yajurveda, and Samaveda - along with adjacent treatises

such as the Brahmanas and Aranyakas. These books undoubtedly exist, written in an inaccessible

language, published in large and expensive scholarly editions, and tucked away in obscure libraries.

Although we may have run into a translated excerpt or two, for many of us the whole subject has a

musty and forbidding air, and we probably concluded long ago that it's something best left to

scholars as quite irrelevant to to we moderns. But a few minutes spent with Dr Panikkar's superb

anthology will show us how wrong we are.Dr Panikkar is a remarkable man, not only for his

incredible scholarship - he is a Professor of Religious Studies at the University of California, Santa

Barbara, with many significant publications to his credit - but remarkable also for his honesty. He

points out that modern man is a diminished man. Despite the superficial excitements of our

high-tech world, life for most has become a flat, stale, and joyless thing. It is joyless because we



have forgotten what life is supposed to be, and Dr Panikkar hopes by means of this book to shift our

perception of things to a different register, to put us back in touch with realities by reawakening in us

something of the joy and wonder in life which was felt by those early and vigorous peoples who

sang the Vedas.The Vedic songs represent the most amazing celebration of life that has ever been

created.
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